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Historic MMRP Borehole
Reference Design Phase Borehole
Groundwater Well Installed ASS/PASS Borehole

MAP INFORMATION
The information and data contained in this map is for
the purpose of illustrating borehole locations and is
for information purposes only. It is to be used for
reference only and may not be suitable for
any other purpose including design. The information
may not be accurate, current or otherwise reliable.

NOTES
1. Aerial imagery sourced from Public Transport
   Victoria, image resolution 10cm and date of capture
   February 2015.
2. Road information sourced from Victorian Government
   Data Directory 2015.
3. Rail alignment sourced from AJM JV, revision P2.3
dated 28-10-2015.
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REFERENCE SCALE: 1:5,000 (at A3)
PROJECTION: GDA 1994 MGA Zone 55

PATH: S:\DTPLI\Melbourne Rail Link\Project\Deliverable\1525532-217-T-MB001-A2-Rev2.mxd

IF THIS MEASUREMENT DOES NOT MATCH WHAT IS SHOWN, THE SHEET SIZE HAS BEEN MODIFIED FROM: A3
NOTES
1. Aerial imagery sourced from Public Transport Victoria, Change Resolution 30 August 2015. Imagery provided by Melbourne Transit CDE January 2015.
2. Road information sourced from Victorian Government Data image resolution 10cm and date of capture February 2015.
3. Rail alignment sourced from AJM JV, revision P2.3 dated 2016.

The information and data contained in this map is for Environment Sample Locations Arden Station.

This information is for reference only and may not be suitable for any other purpose including design. The information may not be accurate, current or otherwise reliable.

For any other purpose including design. The information may not be accurate, current or otherwise reliable.